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What I Do

Run a web site (physics.aps.org) that promotes research 
in the APS journals 
(Physical Review Letters, Physical Review)

Some freelance writing





Intended Audience

Physics community

Students 

Science writers/journalists*

Scientists in other fields

*Weekly tip sheet to journalists provides simpler summaries of what we 
cover in Physics.



• Find new results worth covering

• Decide how best to cover new results (news story, expert 

commentary, editor summary)

• Find experts to write commentaries/edit their articles

for readability

• Write summaries about papers/edit summaries from editors

• Maintain steady pipeline of content

• Manage staff of editors, freelance writers and illustrators

• Coordinate with authors, press officers

• Social media

• Attend conferences

physics.aps.org: Running a weekly web magazine
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Looking for Exciting Results



What Physics Looks For

• Solves a long standing problem

• Advances the field/opens new questions

• Intrinsically interesting

• Applications/physics you can relate to

• Multidisciplinary

• Technically sound (to the best of our knowledge)

• A clear message that can be explained to a broad audience

• Good story



Some Numbers

PRL publishes 70 papers/week

Physical Review publishes ~ 200-250/week



New Particle Hints at Four-Quark Matter



• Journal editors

• Author summaries

• Awareness from conferences, reading

Tips



Editing Commentary (Viewpoint) Articles



What we ask the writer to do: 

“Explain new research result to the
non-expert (students, science communicators, physicists/
scientists who work in other fields.) Why is it exciting for the
field?”



Common pitfalls

#1 Not stating the main message in a simple (direct) way.

#2 Too much background information.

#3 Forget to say what the authors did. 

#4 Dense language, too much passive voice.

#5 Include info that only a specialist would consider important.



Why is it hard to write about research?

• Physics (and science in general) is exploratory and messy

Great findings are often made by accident.
You are rarely the first to do anything.
Hard to wrap up in a neat bow.

• You know a lot, you care a lot.  

• Physics is really specialized: We get lazy and use short-hand for    
concepts, rely on acronyms. 

• Scientists want to be precise, often at the expense of clarity.



A manifesto for the simple scribe –
my 25 commandments for journalists

Tim Radford, former science editor, Guardian

#9  “if an issue is tangled like a plate
of spaghetti, then regard your story as 
just one strand of spaghetti, carefully 
drawn from the whole. 

Ideally with the oil, garlic and tomato 
sauce adhering to it. 

The reader knows life is complicated, 
but is grateful to have at least one 
strand explained clearly.” 



Writing Summaries/News Stories



Questions I ask myself:

• Why do researchers care about this?

• Why would a non-specialist care about this?

• What did the authors do? 

Can I draw the experiment or how they set up their simulation?

What did they measure or calculate?

How is it new compared to previous work?

• What terminology do I have to explain?



Build the paper around the figures. Do the figures tell a story?

Keep the introduction concise: Get to the point.

Make the “what you show” and “why it’s of interest” clear.

A simple explanation of the set-up/calculation strategy is 
always helpful.  

A clear cover letter is a wonderful thing.

After Reading 2000 Papers, a Wish List from an Editor



Different Audiences You’ll Need to Reach
(Who Won’t Know Much About What You Do)

• Students

• Potential employer/tenure committee

• Collaborators (sometimes in different fields)

• Funding agent

• Editor

• Public information officer or journalist



(built by UIUC Professor Peter Abbamonte)







Research Skills I Use

Speaking the lingo

Familiarity with the research culture/personalities

Back of envelope calculations

Separating the wheat from the chaff 



Research Skills I Never Use

An ability to:

Wheel a tank of liquid nitrogen down a steep parking lot.

Live on vending machine peanuts for 3 days.

Calculate my h-index.



New Skills I Had to Learn

Time management (deadlines, deadlines, deadlines)

Getting to the point

Thinking broadly

People management

Efficient problem solving (not the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient kind)



Comparison

More regular hours, but work is more 
intense/relentless

Comparable to research,
more stability

Job change will require you to think
outside the box. 



Before After



Related Jobs

Editor (manuscripts, commentaries, news)

Publishing (new journal or book ideas)

Media relations/Public Information Officer

Outreach and Education

University or R&D administrator

Science writer (staff or freelance)
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